Hearth Products Controls Co.

Wind Guard Installation Instructions
Items included:

Glass panels

Brackets with set screws
and silicone washers

Black rubber feet
Tools needed:

#2 Phillips screwdriver
Square/Rectangle

Round
Instructions:
1. Carefully remove the wind guard from the packaging and inspect for any
damage such as chips or cracks. Place glass panels on a soft
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flat surface to prevent any damage.

2.

Ensure that each bracket has 2 set screws in them with the
silicon inserts attached to the back side.

3.
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Stand the glass panel vertically and slide the bracket onto the glass.
The glass should be flush with the bottom of the brackets. Fig.1 and Fig.2

4.

Using a #2 Phillips screw driver, loosely connect the brackets to the glass
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panels. Repeat until the wind guard is fully assembled. Fig.1 and Fig.2

5.

Tighten all screws starting at the bottom.

6.

Now that your wind guard is fully assembled, center the complete
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assembly over your fire pit insert.

Warnings:


Never place your wind guard directly on the fire pit insert.



Always ensure the rubber feet are used.



Always ensure the silicon insert is on the set screws.



Always ensure there is a 1/2” gap between the glass panels.



Always check the glass panels for cracks. DO NOT use glass
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panels with a crack.

Maintenance:

Flush



Clean the glass 2-3 times per season or as needed.



Clean with a non-abrasive glass cleaner and a clean lint-free cloth.



When storing the wind guard, it is recommended to be stored in a safe place.



Wrap glass with in a clean lint-free cloth. (If original packaging is not available.)
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Periodically check the set screws to ensure tight.
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